April 2022 Telepathic LifeNet Workshop – We Create Peace
Tuesday April 12th 2022 starting at 20.00 (8p.m.) in the evening and
Saturday, April 16th at 9.00 in the morning
The workshop program can be found in different languages on these web pages:
www.lifenet.si/meditations or https://www.lebensnetz-geomantie.de
 We work in alignment with the Sun, so start at the given hour according to your
local time.
 If needed, review the Guidelines for Telepathic Workshops published on these
two websites.
 Study the workshop plan beforehand, have it printed with you or available on
your computer or phone, so that you can follow the sequences.
Tuning of the group
1. Be aware that as a group we are scattered around the world. Move your
subtle antennas and feel the presence of the group members.
2. We form a circle and invite ancestors and descendants of the human race to
join the circle. Be aware of how you feel as they stand with us in the same
circle.
3. Now we invite the elemental and archetypal beings of the Earthly kingdoms
to join us. We also invite the beings of the angelic network. Be aware of how
you feel as they stand with us in the circle.
4. Now all together we tone (create sounds according to your intuition) –
sounding to tune to each other and to a common space and time level.
Sequence 1: Starting with the peace within
1. Sit down in peace and make in your imagination five steps backward.
2. There an olive twig is being handed to you. Try to feel whose gift it is.
3. Then come back and plant the twig inside your body. Observe how it grows
to become a tree within your inner space. Feel its presence and look at the
beauty of the peace tree growing within you.
4. Then make in your imagination five steps forward and plant the tree of peace
and beauty in the middle of a destroyed landscape or city in Ukraine. Observe
how it grows and what kind of blessing it develops.
5. Then choose another place in the world destroyed by war and complete the
same process of planting a tree of peace there.
Sequence 2: Inviting redeemed soldier souls for help
Marko had following experience while working in a place in Ljubljana where fascist
soldiers used to shoot imprisoned freedom fighters (partisans) during the World War
2: Leading a workshop there in 1995 he saw victims and their executioners standing
over that place in white robes in a circle holding hands.
1. Imagine a large circle of souls in white robes standing over Ukraine (or
choose some place of war that calls you). While embodied on Earth they
were in different way entangled into warfare. The white robes denote that
they are redeemed now.
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2. One after another they approach the place of warfare touching with their
toes the ground but not standing on Earth.
3. Feel what their presence does on the battle fields.
4. Ask each soldier in the name of his ancestors (no matter to which side he
belongs) whether what he is doing is in tune with the will of his own heart
and mind.
5. The souls in white robes do not leave until the peace downs.
Sequence 3: The fairy beings of the White Dove are imprisoned
How comes that such a merciless war came up in the middle of Europe after seven
decades of relative peace? Those high fairy beings (devas), guardians of the white
Dove of Peace are imprisoned. A wall high and infinitely long prevents them to bring
peace there where it is needed. The Ukraine war and any possible future war
demands from us to act. To succeed in front of potent guardians of the wall we will
use a fairy tale language.
1. Watch the giant figure of the Mother of Life floating over the Earth so big
that she plays with the clouds and thunderstorms.
2. The Mother has tiny holes at the centre of her palms. Anything being sucked
through her palms disappears into the infinity.
3. Ask the Mother of Life to suck-in the mentioned wall separating humanity
from the Devas of Peace.
4. Now you can see that the wall separating us from the Devas of Peace has
been build upon bones of people who died in the innumerable wars. Spread
rivers of violet energy to transform the bones into flowering meadows.
5. Imagine that flowers from the meadows transform into white doves carrying
peace to the places on Earth where it is needed.
6. Now be ready to meet the fairy folk of the White Dove. Enlarge the space of
your heart so that they can enter. Feel their presence. Meet them heart to
heart.
Sequence 4: To restore the sanctuary of the “Third eye”
The Third eye is traditionally marked at the forehead. But seen in a more holistic way
it represents an energy channel connecting the back of the head, its central focus
and the point at the forehead. The Third eye stands for the inner vision, truthfulness
and clarity. The human Third eye system is a victim of recent wars that do not know
any ethical and moral standards.
1. To approach the sanctuary of the Third eye we need to go around the head.
The door exists at the back of the head.
2. Standing at the back of the head, imagine that you stand in front of a great
temple in the form of a gilded cupola (similar to your own scull).
3. The door opens and you step in. Be aware that this is the door that connects
human head to the spiritual world of ancestors and descendants.
4. Then move forward through the temple along the corridor leading between
the two halves of the brain. At first you encounter innumerable memories of
past cultures and star systems that humanity has moved through during its
evolution. Dive into the multidimensional treasury of the past.
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5. Now you have arrived to the central part of the sanctuary marked by the
gland hypophysis. Here the past has no place any more. Here you can feel the
quality of the eternal now.
6. As next we move towards the forehead. Arriving there (you are still inside the
temple of the head) open the window of the Third eye. Look into the rhythms
of life evolving in front of your body.
7. You are surprised that by opening the window of the Third eye, also the door
of your heart opens. It is the love of your heart that can restore the temple of
the human head.
Conclusion
We take some time to meet each other and chat.
Then we create a circle that bridges continents and oceans and express gratitude for
the experiences we have gained.
Now start to sound! We sound vowels as we did in the beginning. We also invite
other beings that walked this workshop with us to join in.
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